
AMERICA WEST SIDE STORY ESSAY

Free Essay: West Side Story Day 4: 2-page essay The West Side Story portrays the lives of two different gangs living in
America, as well as their beliefs and.

West Side Story tells the tale of a battle between two street gangs in New York, both competing to be the best,
while also incorporating the impossible love between two people destined to hate each other, which ends in
tragedy Consequently, you will be able to know both faces of this historical event thanks to this Seventh Art
masterpiece. This shows that the heart does not choose the one to love. While searching for Chino, Tony saw
Maria on the road. Consequentially, Anita distorted the real message that she has to deliver that Maria was
detained due to Lt. However, the two mediums of this tragic love story have three prominent issues of story,
themes and characters instilling both similar and dissimilar concepts I enjoyed both the book and the movie
they were very well written. This is not saying that West side story was free from flaws and considered
therefore as perfect, but it was generally agreed by majority that the film was a good and timely musicale
reflecting the current cultural norms and values of the Americans in s. When Maria first set her eyes with
Tony, she fall right then and there madly in love with Tony and vice versa; these first encounter of Maria and
Tony happened during the dance showdown between the Jest and the Sharks. Just like the tragic
Shakespearean play Romeo and Juliet, the West side story ended with a tragic accident of killing the major
characters in the movie namely Bernardo and Tony. The characters have a direct correlation to each other, yet
racial issues give them a new light. The songs used in the West side story also top rated the charts especially
for the songs: Somewhere rated number 20 for years , also for the song America rated number 35 for years ,
and also including the song, Tonight rated number 59 for years consecutively as recorded in charts. Many of
the characters have traveled to Hollywood in pursuit of a personal, ambitious goal. Human emotions are not
something that change over time and they are also known as universal truths; love, hate, revenge, and envy are
all examples of universal truths. Bernardo obviously did not want his sister to fall in love with a White
American especially with belonging in their opponent Jets Shulman  Do this 5 times. As stated in the intro,
one act of impulsive thinking is suicide Although both of these stories havemany similarities, there are also
many differences. Replicating the tragic, Shakespearean novel, Romeo and Juliet, the West side story has the
same characteristics of the play Romeo and Juliet since the lovers in the story, Tony and Maria attempted to
risk the danger of having a relationship despite of their difference in their races. He dies in a fight with Riff,
but Tony kills him. We can conclude that we are talking about a socially disadvantaged suburb as the
surrounding area is described with high brick walls, not very attractive and by the presence of the two gangs
â€” the Jets and the Sharks. The meaning of impulsive is to think and react to any situation very fast. Prejudice
is a harsh opinion or feeling formed previously without any knowledge or reason. The Jets detest the Puerto
Ricans as much as they fear their power and numbers. Riff the current leader of the Jets decided that Tony
should be the one to coordinate the challenge of the Jets to the Sharks. Thirty-eight years later, viewers, like
myself, still cannot resist it. Riff leader of the Jets; a group mainly of Polish origin and the Sharks of Spanish
origin with their leader Bernardo. In order to be assimilated inside the American culture and make her
American dream come true, Anita rejects her given names in Spanish Anita Josefina Teresita Beatriz del
Carmen Margarita, etc. The whole story takes place over just five days. Further, the musicale collection based
from the collection of musical scores of Leonard Bernstein. Kibin does not guarantee the accuracy, timeliness,
or completeness of the essays in the library; essay content should not be construed as advice.


